Abstract. Recent ground-based observations of auroral radio waves have identified narrowband emissions near 2 and 3 times the lower ionospheric electron cyclotron frequency (fce) known as auroral roars. In this paper the propagation of these waves in the auroral ionosphere is investigated by means of a ray-tracing technique. We model one particular scenario in which a large-scale (tens of kilometers) horizontal density structure, based on density structures observed with the Sondrestrom radar at times of auroral roar emissions, plays a crucial role in both guiding the waves to the ground and enabling mode conversion. The location and the mode characteristics of the initial waves are determined on the basis of local stability properties, which suggests that Z-mode wave excitation is favored near 2fce. However, since Z-mode cannot propagate to the ground they must first undergo a mode conversion to one of the free-space modes (X and O). It is found that for a narrow range of frequencies and initial wave phase angles the trapped Z mode can be converted to O mode via the Ellis radio window. This finding is consistent with the fact that auroral roar emissions are nearly 100% O-mode polarized. However, it is important to note that the evaluation of the damping of the Z-mode waves along the ray path is not considered within the context of this preliminary study and will be critical for eventually determining the exact physical scenario of the auroral roar generation mechanism.
Introduction
Recent ground-based studies of auroral radio emissions at 1-4 MHz frequency range have revealed new and interesting phenomena. These include narrowband emissions in the vicinity of the first (2fce) and second (3fce) harmonics of the lower ionospheric electron cyclotron frequency at the source location Monson, 1979, 1984 Weatherwax et al. [1995] first provided rough estimates of direct maser-type growth rates for both 2fce and 3fce X modes and showed that they could exceed the ionospheric collisional damping rate, although growth rates were low. However, recent observational [Shepherd et al., 1998b] and theoretical [Willes et al., 1998 ] works suggest that an X-mode maser is not a viable roar emission generation mechanism. Weatherwax et al. [1995] also speculated on the possibility of indirect radiation mechanisms which include nonlinear wave-wave coalescence of two Z modes (at fc•) into either of the two free-space modes (X or O) to produce 2fce emissions and linear mode conversion of Z mode into O mode. The latter mechanism is known as the "Ellis radio window" mechanism [Ellis, 1956] .
In order to reassess the direct emission mechanism for free-space modes, Yoon et al. [1996] mode, i.e., the Ellis radio window mechanism. Such an idea has its origin from early studies of radio wave propagation in the ionosphere [e.g., Ellis, 1956] . The purpose of the present article is to investigate the Ellis radio window mechanism in the context of auroral roar emissions in a quantitative manner by means of a ray-tracing technique.
The organization of the present paper is as follows: In section 2, we introduce the model of bottomside auroral ionosphere, which will be used in the ray-tracing calculation. Section 3 presents the results of the ray-tracing calculation carried out over the model ionosphere. Finally, section 4 concludes the discussion.
Model of Bottomside Auroral

Ionosphere
The auroral ionosphere at F region altitudes is char- 
Ray-Tracing Analysis
The Z mode is a trapped mode in cold magnetoionic plasma ray theory. Therefore, if we simply follow the Z-mode ray path, the mode eventually becomes a nonpropagating mode (that is, the index of refraction N approaches infinity, and the group velocity becomes zero). At this point the wave energy will be absorbed back by the ambient plasma. However, according to Ellis radio window theory, a portion of the Z-mode wave energy can be converted to that of the ¸ mode, provided the wave phase vector becomes nearly parallel to the ambient field (sin 0 = 0), frequency f is sufficiently close to the local plasma frequency fpe, and the index of refraction, N 2, becomes sufficiently close to a critical value Nc•r, where Nc2r --fce/(fce -]-fpe)
The concept of Ellis radio window is quite straightforward, and it can be understood on the basis of the magnetoionic dispersion relation 
then we stop the calculation and declare that the mode has accessed the Ellis radio window.
In Figure 2 we present some sample Z2 mode ray paths, superposed on top of the gray-scale maximum growth rate plot. This case is shown with a solid line, while other cases are depicted with dashes. The final location where the ray hits the radio window is designated with a small circle. In this calculation the predesignated angular width of the radio window is dOE --6 ø [Smith, 1973] . For those modes that do not access the radio window the waves eventually evolve into nonpropagating modes.
In Figure 2b , we show the Z2 mode ray paths with a fixed initial location (x -0, z -300 km, which corresponds to 2835 kHz) but with a slight variation in launch angles. The local growth theory [Yoon et al., 1996] 
Conclusions and Discussion
We have modeled one particular possible ionospheric electron density structure characterized by a density depletion (or cavity) at the center and a pair of enhanced ionization patches adjacent to the cavity. The wave source is within the cavity region. Depending on plasma parameters, the waves may be refracted either toward or away from density gradients. For the parameters modeled here using cold plasma theory for the background plasma the waves are refracted away from the density enhancements, so that the cavity structure directs the wave propagation toward the ground. In fact, we find that if we lower the maximum electron concentration from 1.5 x 10 • (see Figure la) to something like 1.1 x 105, then the Z mode is not confined to the cavity region but propagates out of the source region without much refraction/deflection. 
